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Aspire North 2023 Traverse City Candidate 
Questionnaire 
 
Full name: _________________________________________________________________________ 
Office running for: _________________________________________________________________ 
Current position/occupation: ______________________________________________________ 
List previous campaigns, elected office(s), boards, commissions, etc.: 
 

 

Why are you running for office? 
 

 

Briefly describe your campaign strategy  
 

 
Why do you think you will win?  
 

 
How many votes do you need to win?  
____________________________________________________________________________________ 
Are REALTORS actively helping with your campaign?  
 

 
Traverse City goes through an annual budgeting process. What do you think budget 
priorities should be?  
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The shortage of housing inventory is a big topic among our Aspire North 
membership and the community at large across our area. Does local government 
have a role to play in this realm? If so, what do you think a local government can 
reasonably do to address housing supply concerns?  
 

 

Land use continues to be a highly debated issue, including those elements centered 
around planning and zoning. Are there specific policies or zoning restrictions you 
support or oppose?  
 

 

Should local governments use zoning to prohibit the rental of a residential property 
on a short-term basis?  
 

 

Tax Increment Financing (TIF) has been described as a regional taxation tool used by 
the Traverse City DDA to fund infrastructure repairs and improvements required by 
intense regional use of our downtown core. Do you support renewal of TIF? If not, 
who would/should ultimately pay for those required costs/repairs? 
 

 

How and on what issues would you utilize Aspire North’s input?  
 

 

 


	Office running for: Chris Minkin
	Current positionoccupation: Traverse City City Commission
	undefined: Investment Advisor/Client Relationship & Project Manager
	List previous campaigns elected offices boards commissions etc: N/A
	Why are you running for office: I want to serve on the city commission because I've lived here for a decade and have had to watch many friends and acquaintances have to move away or struggle because of the lack of adequate housing, and I don't see it getting any better. The current commission constantly talks about housing and the environment but their actual votes and actions don't really align with those priorities. I started getting involved with my neighborhood association, wasn't happy with our officials' responses to my questions and comments, and decided to run for office myself.
	Briefly describe your campaign strategy: Being out in our community and actually talking with folks who live here. Attending neighborhood association meetings, and building meaningful, long-term connections.
	Why do you think you will win: People seem very receptive to my messaging and have volunteered to distribute signature sheets on my behalf which I think is impressive for someone with little name recognition in the community; I spent nearly my entire time here traveling for work and wasn't able to get involved until I switched jobs.
	How many votes do you need to win: Three open seats, nine candidates. So more votes than six other people on the ballot?
	Are REALTORS actively helping with your campaign: Not that I'm aware, though not everyone who has helped me out has told me their profession so I can't rule it out!
	priorities should be: I think budgeting priorities should be about improving the quality of life for residents and building a community that can thrive long-term. It should also focus on being efficient and getting as much value out of taxpayer dollars as possible as the city is already expensive to live in. If we can find creative ways to raise more revenue, possibly from our visitors (e.g. tourist tax on hotel rooms and STRs), we could reduce the tax burden on residents making the area more affordable to live.
	reasonably do to address housing supply concerns: Local government does play a role in housing to be sure, though the role probably varies depending on the type of community. When you're outside the city in a township, it probably has a little bit less of a role. In Traverse City itself, I believe it has a bigger role because you have less space to develop and more people living in closer proximity.The city commission can modify zoning to encourage development that favors long-term residents instead of a smaller handful of out-of-town individuals. Less tiny condos that will be used for STRs or oversized luxury condos that sit empty for most of the year.To be sure the market primarily drives prices and demand, but local government can surely help focus priorities and determine the best use of our limited land.
	support or oppose: I'm primarily against STRs (see below), but with stronger STR restrictions in place I would be okay with easing building height requirements and other zoning requirements to increase density to improve housing/rental stock.
	on a shortterm basis: Yes. I don't mind STRs where the homeowner resides in the unit and rents out a spare bedroom to make some money off the tourists. What I do mind is housing property being bought and used only as a glorified hotel room. Each STR takes away permanent housing stock, drives prices up, and will make it harder for businesses to attract talent.It's a growing problem across the country and without action it will only get worse. That's what hotels are for and those would provide better benefit to the community since they actually have dedicated staff who live and work in the community.
	who wouldshould ultimately pay for those required costsrepairs: I strongly oppose the renewal of TIF97. It served its purpose, it was a promise for 30 years (not 60), time to end it. It's like when a toll highway is created to raise funds for highway expansion/improvements and then it never goes away.There are other parts to Traverse City than just the downtown. By letting TIF end we would increase the general fund which allows for other projects to be funded. TIF money can only be used in a very small area of the city and for only specific purposes. Allowing TIF to end would increase the flexibility of how we can use those taxpayer dollars (and yes, TIF is still taxpayer dollars). We can still use most (or even all) of that money for downtown if needed, it just gives us the option of using some of it for other purposes. And the decision is made by elected officials instead of buried down in a board that doesn't get as much public attention.
	How and on what issues would you utilize Aspire Norths input: To get insights on what people who want to move here actually want. There's no better profession who can tell us what type of housing or rentals people want and we can use that data to adjust zoning to better suit the demand our area needs. I'm sure there's detailed demographic and other information your organization can provide to help drive decisions in zoning and other issues the city faces.


